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ABSTRACT: Atmospheric processing of combustion aerosols may promote
transformation of insoluble iron into soluble forms. Here, an explicit scheme
for iron dissolution of combustion aerosols due to photochemical reactions
with inorganic and organic acids in solution is implemented in an atmospheric
chemistry transport model to estimate the atmospheric sources of bioavailable
iron. The model results suggest that deposition of soluble iron from
combustion sources contributes more than 40% of the total soluble iron
deposition over significant portions of the open ocean in the Southern
Hemisphere. A sensitivity simulation using half the iron dissolution rate for
combustion aerosols results in relatively small decreases in soluble iron
deposition in the ocean, compared with the large uncertainties associated with
iron solubility at emission. More accurate quantification of the soluble iron
burdens near the source regions and the open ocean is needed to improve the
process-based understanding of the chemical modification of iron-containing minerals.

■ INTRODUCTION

The majority of bioavailable iron (Fe) from the atmosphere is
delivered from arid and semiarid regions to the oceans because
the global deposition of iron from combustion sources is small
compared with that from mineral dust.1,2 Recently, global
three-dimensional (3D) atmospheric transport model studies
have emphasized the large uncertainties in the spatial
distribution of soluble iron deposition due to combustion-
derived aerosols.3−6 Iron-containing aerosols that are influ-
enced by air masses from anthropogenic sources are often
observed to have high iron solubilities (soluble Fe/total Fe).1,7,8

The iron solubilities observed for aerosols that are influenced
by biomass burning vary by 2 orders of magnitude from 0.5 to
46%.1,9,10 Field observations have further suggested that high
iron solubility is likely associated with high oxalate concen-
trations due to anthropogenic emission sources.11,12 Moreover,
laboratory studies have demonstrated that the iron solubilities
of combustion-derived aerosols are substantially greater than
those of crystalline minerals.13−15 The iron species within
combustion aerosols play a crucial role in controlling the iron
solubility of aerosols, as discussed below and in previous
studies.6,8,10−16 Furthermore, the results of laboratory experi-
ments have suggested that ligand-promoted dissolution of iron
may play a more significant role in the transformation of
insoluble iron to soluble forms than proton-assisted process-
ing.16 These studies highlight the importance of organic
compounds for iron mobilization, but the dissolution of iron
from combustion aerosols has not been explicitly simulated in
modeling studies.
Here, a global chemical transport model is used to investigate

the effect of atmospheric processing of combustion aerosols on

iron mobilization. This study incorporates an explicit iron
dissolution scheme for the combustion aerosols in our model,17

which is based on laboratory experiments.14−16 In previous
studies, we used the model to investigate the factors associated
with the uncertainty in soluble iron deposition due to variations
in the dust alkalinity,18 intensity of forest fires,4 iron solubility
in biomass burning aerosols,5 dust size distribution,19 iron
solubility of combustion aerosols,6 and mineralogy of the dust
aerosols.17 An updated version of the model has been used to
estimate the formation of oxalate in the water shell of aerosols
and cloud droplets.20,21 The effects of iron mobilization on
atmospheric mineral materials from oil combustion, biomass
burning, and coal combustion are explored.

■ METHODOLOGY

In our model, iron dissolution from aerosols due to chemical
processing is calculated on the basis of an online simulation of
aqueous-phase chemistry.5,17,18 Laboratory studies have dem-
onstrated that the dissolution rate of minerals is dependent on
the proton concentration in bulk solution, the mineral surface
concentration of oxalate, and the temperature.22−25 The
oxalate-promoted dissolution is controlled by the release of
absorbed complexes via the breaking of Fe−O bonds at the
mineral surface.22 The results of laboratory experiments
regarding the release of iron over time have demonstrated
that the dissolution rate increases significantly as the pH
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decreases from 3 to 2.16 Thus, the amount of absorbed complex
also increases in more acidic solutions.22 At low oxalate
concentrations in acidic solutions, dissolved Fe(III) effectively
competes with the surfaces of the particles for oxalate through
the formation of Fe(III)−oxalate complexes {i.e., [Fe-
(C2O4)]

+}, thereby suppressing surface complexation.16 The
rate is independent of the pH for extremely acidic solutions
(pH <2).14 On the basis of these studies, iron dissolution from
combustion aerosols is treated explicitly as a kinetic process
that depends on the pH, ambient temperature, and competition
for oxalate between surface iron and dissolved iron (Table S1 of
the Supporting Information). The Fe dissolution rates (RFeij in
units of moles of soluble iron per gram of mineral particle per
second) for each dissolution scheme i and for each iron-
containing mineral j can be empirically described using the
following equation, which is similar to the formulation applied
for iron-containing minerals:17,22−26

= × × × × ×+R N K T a f A WFe Fe ( ) (H )i j i
mi

i j j, (1)

where NFe is the stoichiometric number of moles of Fe per
mole of iron oxide (NFe = 2), Ki is the temperature (T)-
dependent reaction coefficient (moles per square meter per
second), a(H+) is the H+ activity, mi represents the empirical
reaction order for protons, f i accounts for the suppression of
mineral dissolution, Aj is the specific surface area of the mineral
(square meters per gram), and Wj is the weight fraction of the
mineral in the total mineral particle in units of grams of mineral
per gram of mineral particle. The function f i (0 ≤ f i ≤ 1; R2 =
0.99) for ligand-promoted and photoreductive dissolution is
given by

= × × +−f a a0.17 ln( ) 0.63i ilig Fe
1

(2)

where aFe is the concentration of Fe(III) dissolved in solution
and alig is the concentration of ligand (e.g., oxalate). The
parameters in eqs 1 and 2 are fit to the experimental data for
coal fly ash.16 The photoinduced dissolution rate is calculated
by scaling the photolysis rate of H2O2 estimated in the model.
The consumption of oxalate due to photolysis of iron−oxalate
complexes27 is simulated in aqueous chemistry.20

A comparison of the iron solubilities after 48 h under dark
and irradiation conditions due to proton-promoted, oxalate-
promoted, and photoinduced dissolution is shown in Figure S1
of the Supporting Information. The calculations reproduce the
enhancement of the iron solubility due to the effects of oxalate
and sunlight under acidic conditions, compared with proton-
promoted dissolution. The iron solubility at pH 2, including the
oxalate under dark condition, is 4 times greater than that for
proton-promoted dissolution.16 Compared with dark dissolu-
tion, photoinduced dissolution doubles the iron solubility.16

The calculations also reproduce the suppression of oxalate-
promoted iron dissolution under acidic conditions (Figure S2
of the Supporting Information). The calculated total dissolved
Fe concentration (0.6 mM) after 48 h in the acidic solution
(pH 2) that contains less oxalate (0.1 mM) is half of the
amount in the solution (1.2 mM) that contains more oxalate (2
mM). As demonstrated by laboratory experiments, for highly
acidic conditions, the amount of iron dissolved from mineral
dust is also enhanced by oxalate-promoted and photoinduced
dissolution.16 However, greater pH values (>3) are typical for
mineral dust and cloudwater.5,17,18,20 Thus, the faster
dissolution scheme primarily works for wet combustion

aerosols during atmospheric transport, which is consistent
with observations.12

The iron dissolution scheme is implemented in the
integrated massively parallel atmospheric chemical transport
(IMPACT) model (see Tables S2 and S3 and Figure S3 of the
Supporting Information).19−21,28−32 Three sensitivity simula-
tions were performed to explore the effects of the uncertainties
associated with the two equations for iron solubility. The
dissolution experiments performed for three fly ash samples
exhibited a wide range of increases in iron solubility, from
approximately 20% (from 55% after an initial period of rapid
dissolution to 78% for another sample) to approximately 40%
over 45 h of acidic processing.16 A linear correlation analysis
indicated that the total dissolved iron was moderately
correlated (R = 0.74) with the Fe(III) in the aluminosilicates
and was weakly correlated (R = 0.13) with the Fe(III) in the
oxides, which suggested that iron speciation within combustion
aerosols might play a major role in controlling Fe dissolution.16

A weak correlation (R = 0.27) between the total dissolved iron
and specific surface area, which was determined using Brunauer,
Emmett, and Teller (BET) analysis,16 was also found. The
reactive surface area for the Fe dissolution reaction is likely
limited to small fractions of the BET surface area.33 To evaluate
the uncertainties in the dissolution rates, half of the Fe
dissolution rate was used in a sensitivity simulation for
combustion aerosols. After 12 h at pH 2, the iron solubility
due to proton-promoted dissolution is in the range of 1.2−
2.4%, which is comparable to that observed for different coal fly
ash samples (2.9, 3.9, and 4.2%).15 The differences in iron
solubility observed in different samples are primarily related to
the differences in the amounts of Fe that are rapidly released
into solution.14,15 These differences in the initial iron
solubilities of different aerosols have been discussed in previous
modeling studies.5,6

Suppression of the iron dissolution rate is applied to the
model-calculated oxalate concentration. In our model, oxalic
acid is assumed to remain entirely in the particulate phase when
the water is evaporated. This behavior can be explained by the
formation of stable complexes (e.g., calcium oxalate),34 which
might reduce the availability of oxalate for iron−oxalate
complexes under higher-pH conditions. In contrast, our
model significantly underestimates the high oxalate concen-
trations near sources of fossil fuel combustion and biomass
burning, possibly because of the lack of rapid formation
processes.20 To isolate the effects of oxalate on iron dissolution,
additional simulations are performed for two cases ( f i = 0, and
f i = 1).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The model-calculated concentrations of iron and soluble iron in
aerosols were extensively compared with field observa-
tions.5,6,17,18 The daily averaged, model-calculated surface
concentrations of iron for the fine mode were compared with
the measurements at Mt. Abu in western India (Figure S4 of
the Supporting Information).35 The modeled aerosol iron
concentration exhibits a temporal variability that is similar to
that of the measurements, with relatively low values occurring
during the winter months (50−600 ng m−3) compared with
those during the summer season (150−1000 ng m−3). The
contribution of combustion aerosols with low iron loading to
the PM2.5 mass is relatively large during the winter months
(50%) compared with the summer season (15%). It is not
straightforward to compare the daily mean of the iron oxidation
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state of the aerosols because of its considerable variation with
the amount of incoming radiation due to the fast photo-
chemical redox cycling between Fe(III) and Fe(II) in
solution.36 Clearly, more work is required to establish the
chemical forms of soluble iron. This study focuses on
“potentially” bioavailable iron, which includes ferrihydrite
colloids, nanoparticles, and aqueous species. In this context,
the model-calculated iron solubility (7 ± 2%) is in good
agreement with the measurement (8 ± 4%) during winter,
when the advective transport of pollutants from northern India
results in an enhancement of the iron solubility.35

The globally averaged depositions of soluble iron calculated
in standard (sensitivity) simulations are 0.97 and 0.10 (0.07)
Tg of Fe year−1 from dust and combustion aerosols,
respectively (Table S4 of the Supporting Information). The
globally averaged iron solubility for combustion aerosols in
standard simulation (7.3%) is in the middle of the range of
previous estimates (0.7−13%),3 whereas the value in the
sensitivity simulation (4.7%) is similar to that used for all
combustion sources at emission in previous modeling studies
(4%).3,18 The contribution of combustion aerosols to the total
soluble iron deposition (6 and 10%) is between the previous
estimates (4−46%).3
The annually averaged rate of deposition of soluble iron from

combustion sources to the oceans is presented in Table S5 of
the Supporting Information and Figure 1a. The contributions
of different aerosol types to the soluble iron deposition in
global oceans are examined. Of the total deposition, 85% is
from dust sources, 8.7% from biomass burning, and 6.7% from
fossil fuel combustion. The globally averaged iron solubility for
combustion aerosols, which is estimated from the deposition to
the oceans in standard simulations, is generally consistent with
that used in the previous version of our model.6 Compared with
simulations that consider only proton-promoted Fe dissolution,
the addition of oxalate more than doubled the soluble iron
deposition from combustion sources to global oceanic regions
(Figure 1b). The dissolution rate is enhanced in excess-oxalate
solutions, whereas the effect of oxalate is often suppressed near
the source regions due to the low oxalate concentrations
(Figure 1c). The model results are generally consistent with
observations, which indicate relatively low iron solubilities near
sources of biomass burning and coal combustion, such as the
Mediterranean Sea and Jeju Island, Korea, and become higher
as the aerosols are transported to the open ocean.1,7,8

The ratios of the annually averaged deposition of soluble iron
from dust and each combustion aerosol to the sum of the dust
and combustion aerosols are shown in Figure 2. The biomass
burning sources with fast iron dissolution rates contribute
significant amounts of soluble iron (40−60%) to the tropical
and southern oceans downwind of Southeast Asian, South
African, Australian, and South American biomass-burning
sources. The larger contribution of the biomass burning
aerosols in the Southern Hemisphere is associated with the
higher iron solubility and smaller particle sizes of the biomass
burning aerosols, in addition to fewer sources of mineral dust
and fossil fuel combustion. The oil combustion sources with
high iron solubilities at emission tend to contribute >30% of
the total deposition of soluble iron in the high-latitude North
Atlantic and North Pacific. The coal combustion sources of
soluble iron are accentuated over the coastal waters downwind
of East Asia, the United States, and South Africa. The soluble
iron deposition from dust sources contributes less than 60% of

the soluble iron deposition over significant portions of the open
ocean in the Southern Hemisphere.
When the iron dissolution rate used for combustion aerosols

is halved, the deposition rate of soluble iron from combustion
sources to the oceans decreases from 0.050 to 0.035 Tg of Fe
year−1 (−33%). The sensitivity simulation yields a spatial

Figure 1. (a) Soluble iron deposition rate solely from combustion
sources in the standard simulation (nanograms per square meter per
second). (b) Ratio of soluble iron deposition from combustion sources
in the standard simulation to that due solely to proton-promoted
dissolution (i.e., f i = 0 in eq 1). (c) Ratio of soluble iron deposition
with no suppression effect on ligand-promoted and photoreductive
iron dissolution rates (i.e., f i = 1 in eq 1) to that in the standard
simulation.
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distribution that is similar to that of the standard simulation
(Figure S5 of the Supporting Information); the differences are
minor compared with the large uncertainties associated with
iron solubility at emission.5,6 In our model, high iron solubility
at emission is linked to oil fly ash,6 which contains ferric sulfate
salt [Fe2(SO4)3·9(H2O)] and nanosized Fe3O4 aggregates.

13,15

The wide range of iron solubility observed for biomass burning
aerosols may be associated with iron sulfate, amorphous forms
of iron, and stable organic complexes of iron, but their
formation mechanisms are not quantitatively well character-
ized.10,15,37 More studies are necessary to understand the
chemical forms of iron in each combustion aerosol and their
relationships with the variability in bulk iron solubility.
Atmospheric deposition of soluble iron species from

combustion sources may play a significant role in altering
marine biological activity, depending on the region and season.
The model results suggest that atmospheric processing of iron-
containing minerals in wet combustion aerosols by oxalate is
important for soluble iron deposition. The effects of oxalate on

faster iron dissolution are suppressed because of the low oxalate
concentrations near the source regions but are enhanced after
cloud processing. The lack of experimental data for iron-
containing minerals mixed with a variety of organic ligands in
solution is an important source of uncertainty. Whereas organic
ligands in the ocean may determine whether soluble iron in
aerosols becomes biologically available,38 stable organic
complexes of iron can also be formed at emission and in
atmospheric water.37,39,40 The current model can represent
neither the wide range of initial iron solubilities for combustion
aerosols nor the reactions of iron with humic-like substances,
which constitute a major fraction of the observed water-soluble
organic compounds. Further field and laboratory studies are
needed to determine the content of soluble iron in combustion
aerosols at emission, the iron dissolution kinetics with respect
to the iron speciation and reactive surface area, and the
chemical forms of iron in cloudwater and aerosol water. The
wide variety of organic compounds and their reactions with

Figure 2. Contribution of each source to the total soluble iron deposition calculated in the standard simulation. (a) Ratio (%) of the soluble iron
deposition solely from open biomass burning (BB) to the total soluble iron deposition. (b) Ratio (%) of the soluble iron deposition solely from oil
combustion to the total soluble iron deposition. (c) Ratio (%) of the soluble iron deposition solely from coal combustion to the total soluble iron
deposition. (d) Ratio (%) of the soluble iron deposition solely from dust to the total soluble iron deposition.
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trace metals should be incorporated into aqueous-phase
chemistry modules in the future.
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